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Introduction
SIA Level Two is a reporting format defined by the Security Industry Association that is ideal for large scale
integrated solutions such as the Protege system. This format is available for both IP and phone line reporting and
provides many reporting features ideal for access control, automation and large burglary installations.

⦁ All Protege controllers support SIA L2 reporting over an IP connection, using SIA DC-09 standard.

⦁ Protege GX controllers with modem dialers support SIA L2 reporting over the phone line.

Check the specifications of your controller model.

This application note provides basic instructions for programming SIA reporting, describes the SIA L2 format, and
outlines the reporting codes and options available.
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Programming SIA L2 Reporting Services
The following basic instructions describe how to program an SIA L2 reporting service and assign it to areas. For
more information about the options available for programming reporting services, see the Programming |
Services section in the Protege GX Operator Reference Manual or Protege WX Programming Reference Manual.

There are two options for SIA L2 reporting:

⦁ Phone line reporting using an SIA service.

This option is only available for Protege GX controllers with built-in modem dialers. Check your controller
model for compatibility. Protege WX does not support this feature.

⦁ IP reporting using a Report IP service.

Programming an SIA (Phone Line) Reporting Service

This option is only available in Protege GX.

1. In Protege GX, navigate to Programming | Phone numbers. Add one or more phone numbers that have been
supplied by your monitoring station.

2. Navigate to Programming | Services. Set the Controller in the toolbar, and add a new service.

3. Set the Service type to SIA.

4. Set the Service mode to 1 - Start with controller OS to ensure that the service starts when the controller boots
up.

5. In the General tab, enter the following settings and any others required for your site:
- The Client code identifies the site in SIA messages, and is supplied by the monitoring station. This may be

4 or 6 digits.

- Enter the phone numbers programmed above for the primary, secondary and backup connections to the
monitoring station. You may also need a PABX number to allow the controller to dial out.

6. In the Options tab, enable the following options and any others required for your site:
- Enable all of the reporting options to allow the service to report relevant events.

- For setup and validation you can enable Log modem events to event buffer. To prevent large numbers of
excess events, it is recommended that you disable this setting once the service has been validated.

- Enable any required settings which allow variations to the SIA format (see page 7). These will depend on
your site requirements and the capabilities of the central station receiver.

7. Click Save.

8. Wait for the record to be downloaded to the controller. Right click on the service and click Start.

Programming an SIA Report IP Service

1. Navigate to Programming | Services.
In Protege GX, select the relevant Controller from the toolbar.

2. Add a new reporting service.

3. Set the Service type to Report IP.

4. Set the Service mode to 1 - Start with controller OS to ensure that the service starts when the controller boots
up.

5. In the General tab, enter the following settings and any others required for your site:
- The Client code identifies the site in SIA messages, and is supplied by the monitoring station. This may be

4 or 6 digits.

- Set the Reporting protocol to SIA over IP (DC09).
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- If encryption is required, set the Encryption level and Encryption key provided by the monitoring station.
- It is recommended to configure a Backup servicewhich provides a different path to the monitoring

station. This may be a phone line or secondary IP connection.

- Enter the Primary channel settings and Secondary channel settingswhich are used to send messages to
the receiver.

6. In the Options tab, enable the following settings and any others required for your site:
- Enable all of the reporting options to allow the service to report relevant events.

- For setup and validation, you can enable the logging settings. It is recommended that you disable these
settings when the service has been validated to prevent large numbers of excess events.

7. Click Save.

8. Start the service.

- Protege GX: Wait for the record to be downloaded to the controller. Right click on the service and click
Start.

- Protege WX: Navigate toMonitoring | Services. Click on the Controls button next to the new service and
click Start.

Assigning the Reporting Service to Areas

The reporting service must be assigned to one or more areas to allow it to report on arming, disarming and input
events.

1. Navigate to Programming | Areas. Select one or more areas which will use this reporting service.

2. Navigate to Reporting Services.
- Protege GX: In the Configuration tab, scroll down to Reporting services.
- Protege WX: Select the Reporting Services tab.

3. Click Add, select the new SIA reporting service and click OK.

4. Click Save.

The relevant Reporting optionsmust also be enabled in the areas (Programming | Areas | Options (1)) and input
types (Programming | Input types | Options (1)).
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SIA L2 Message Format
By default, Protege controllers use the standard SIA L2 message format outlined below. When configuring the
automation software at the monitoring station for the information coming from the receiver the following format
should be used.

The standard SIA L2 message format is:

#AAAA N ri GGG BA WXYZ

Where:

#AAAA

The account code block.

This may be prefixed by D# for a four-digit account code or F# for a six-digit account code.

This is set as the Client code in the service programming.

N N signifies a new event. O signifies an existing event that is being reported again.

ri GGG
The area or partition that is being reported from 000 to 999.

This is the Reporting ID set in the area programming.

BA
A two-letter event code. There are a large number of event codes, which come in pairs indicating
opening and closing events (for areas) or alarm and restore events (for inputs).
In this example the event code is BA for a burglary alarm. The corresponding restore code is BH.

WXYZ

The four-digit input or user number that generated the event code.

⦁ Input numbers are based on the Reporting ID programmed in the input.

⦁ User numbers are based on the user's Database ID. User number 9999 typically signifies the
system user or a Protege operator.

Reporting IDs and event codes are described further below.

IP reporting packets also include additional data, following the SIA DC-09 standard.

Format Variations
The format of SIA messages can vary greatly depending on the configuration. Depending on the capabilities of the
alarm receiver, it may be possible to extend the format to maximize the number of inputs, users and areas that can
be reported by the service.

These format variations are only available for phone line reporting services. They are not available in Protege WX
or with Protege GX IP reporting.

The following variation options are available in Services | Optionswhen the Service type is set to SIA. Ensure that
you discuss the configuration of the alarm receiver with your monitoring company prior to setting these options.

⦁ Send 4 digits client code: When this option is enabled the SIA service will send a 4 digit client code instead of
the standard 6 digits. This can be used with receivers that do not comply to the full SIA specification or
software that cannot accept large point numbers.

⦁ Area client code will be 6 digits: SIA Level 2 can accept client codes of either 4 or 6 digits. When this option is
enabled, if the Client code set for an area (Programming | Areas | Configuration) is 4 digits long, it will be
extended to 6 digits by adding 00. This option can be overridden by the Send 4 digits client code option.

⦁ Report 5 digit input numbers: When this option is enabled the SIA service will send input identifiers as 5 digits
instead of the standard 4. This allows larger input numbers to be specified.

The SIA Level 2 format supports 5 digit input codes, but this may not be supported by all receivers.
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⦁ Report user numbers in hexadecimal: When this option is enabled the SIA service will send the user identifier
as a 4 digit hexadecimal number. This option can override the Report user number in 5 digits option.

⦁ Report user number in 5 digits: When this option is enabled the SIA service will send user identifiers as 5
digits instead of the standard 4. This allows larger user numbers to be specified.

The SIA Level 2 format supports 5 digit user codes, but this may not be supported by all receivers.
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Reporting IDs
Reporting IDs are used to identify areas, inputs, trouble inputs and users in report messages. Typically you will
need to supply a table of the IDs for each service to the monitoring station.

Reporting IDs in Protege GX
Protege GX is capable of utilizing the entire range of Reporting IDs available in the SIA L2 format. This improves on
the standard Contact ID formats by allowing 4 digit input and user codes, so that more records can be reported
uniquely.

Input and Trouble Input Reporting IDs
When each input and trouble input is added to the system it is assigned the next unique Reporting ID, and by
default will report using that number. Reporting IDs assigned this way will be globally unique within the database.
However, it is possible to customize the Reporting ID of each record, either manually or by applying a specific
mapping.

By default SIA L2 allows a 4-digit ID for inputs and trouble inputs. However, it may be possible to extend this to a
6-digit ID (see page 7).

There are two options for customizing the Reporting IDs of inputs and trouble inputs:

⦁ You can manually program the Reporting ID in Programming | Inputs | General or Programming | Trouble
inputs | General.

⦁ Reset the Reporting IDs for all inputs and trouble inputs by using the Reset area, input and trouble input ID's
option in Reports | Central station report and selecting a Report map type (see next page). This will affect all
inputs and trouble inputs assigned to an area which uses this reporting service.

The recommended Report map type for use with the SIA format is None. This report map assigns sequential
Reporting IDs to all inputs and trouble inputs. This is the most efficient mapping and allows the service to
report on over 1000 inputs, which is not possible with the Standard and Large map types. The SIMS II report
map is not available for SIA L2.

When the None report map is used, inputs and trouble inputs will use the same range of Reporting IDs,
starting from 1. These can be uniquely identified using the different event codes associated with inputs and
trouble inputs (see page 12) and the different areas they are assigned to.

Area Reporting IDs
The Reporting IDs for areas are 3 digits, and are configured in the same way as input and trouble input reporting
IDs.

⦁ You can manually program the Reporting ID in Programming | Areas | Configuration.
⦁ Reset the Reporting IDs for all areas by using the Reset area, input and trouble input ID's option in Reports |

Central station report (see above). All of the areas which use this reporting service will be assigned a
sequential Reporting ID (not affected by the Report map type).

User Reporting IDs
In the SIA L2 format, user records are not identified using the programmed Reporting ID. Instead, the reporting
service sends the unique Database ID to identify the user.

By default SIA L2 allows a 4-digit ID for users. However, it may be possible to extend this to a 6-digit or
hexadecimal ID (see page 7).

The Database ID is displayed in the Index column of the central station report. Alternatively, you can run a user
report to supply all relevant user records to the monitoring station.
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Central Station Reports in Protege GX
The report map generator in Protege GX is used to create central station reports. These allow you to view the
reporting data for all of the inputs, trouble inputs, areas and users assigned to a particular reporting service. The
report map is exported in CSV and HTML formats, which can be sent on to your monitoring station.

1. To generate a central station report, navigate to Reports | Central station report.

2. Select the Reporting service that you wish to create a report for.

Only primary services are available (not backup services).

3. Enter an Output directorywhere the report will be saved. Click Browse to view your directories and create a
new folder if required.

When you run a report, Protege GX will create a subdirectory for each reporting service.

4. If you are using a reporting map, enable Reset area, input and trouble input ID's and select a Report map
type. This will change the Reporting IDs of all areas, inputs and trouble inputs that are monitored by this
service to follow the selected mapping table.

This option will overwrite any custom Reporting IDs which have been entered.

5. Click Generate.

6. After a brief pause, a popup will inform you that the report export is complete. Click OK.

7. To view your report, click Open. This opens the output directory, which contains the report map in both CSV
and HTML formats.

Reporting IDs in Protege WX

Input, Trouble Input and Area Reporting IDs
In Protege WX, Reporting IDs for areas, inputs and trouble inputs are set automatically when each record is added
to the system. You can view and edit the Reporting IDs for each record in the following locations:

⦁ For area records: Programming | Areas | Configuration.
⦁ For input records: Programming | Inputs | General.
⦁ For trouble input records: Programming | Trouble Inputs | General.

It is not possible to automatically apply a report map to records in Protege WX.

A central station report contains all of the Reporting IDs for inputs, trouble inputs and areas using this reporting
service. To generate this report, navigate toMonitoring | Reporting | Central Station Report. Select a service and
click Export to generate the report and save it to your computer in CSV format.

User Reporting IDs
In the SIA L2 format, user records are not identified using the programmed Reporting ID. Instead, the reporting
service sends the unique Database ID to identify the user. This can be viewed in Users | Users | General.
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Area Event Codes
Area reporting codes are used to report the opening and closing of an area (arming and disarming) to the central
station receiver. They generally come in pairs of arming code and disarming code.

The following codes are sent for area arming and disarming:

Description
Arming
Code

Disarming
Code

Area Arming/Disarming By User
This is sent with the user ID that disarmed/armed the area. This is the code used for
normal area arming and disarming.

CL OP

Area Group Arming/Disarming By User
When a group of areas is controlled by a user, this code will be used for each area in
the group.

CG OG

Automatic Area Arming/Disarming
When an area arms/disarms in response to an event or action this code will be used. A
user ID of 999 will be sent to identify that it is a system user.

CA OA

Cancel Area Arming
The cancel arming code is used when a deferred area is prevented from completing the
arming cycle.

- OA

Early Arming/Disarming
Used to send an early open or close message when the area is armed or disarmed
before it is due.

CK OK

Late Arming/Disarming
This message is sent when the area is not armed or not disarmed before the scheduled
time.

CT OJ

Remote Arming/Disarming
Used to report area control functions that are actioned by a remote method, such as
through the software. This uses a user code of 9999.

CQ OQ

Quick Arming/Disarming
Used to report arming of the area without an exit delay.

CG OP

Key Switch Arming/Disarming
Sent when an area is armed or disarmed from an input or programmable function.

CS OS

Stay Arming/Disarming
Sent when the area is stay armed, indicating that only external inputs (inputs with the
Stay Input option enabled) are armed.

CG OP

Partial Arming/Disarming
Sent when the area is armed with bypassed inputs.

CG OP

Recent Arming
Sent when the area has armed and an alarm has activated within the Recent closing
time.

CR OP
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Input Event Codes
The event codes for inputs and trouble inputs indicate which type of condition is detected by the input. They
generally come in pairs of alarm code and restore code.

Standard inputs typically report burglary alarm, tamper and bypass conditions. It is also possible to apply a custom
event reporting code to any input using the input type, allowing them to report conditions such as medical alarms
and smoke alerts.

In contrast, the trouble inputs for each module use specific event codes based on the type of trouble condition
that they report. These are outlined in the relevant reporting tables for each module.

Default Input Event Codes
The following event codes are used for standard intruder detection ('burglary') inputs.

Event Alarm Code Restore Code

Alarm/Restore BA BH

Tamper/Restore BT BJ

Bypass/Unbypass BB BR

Custom Input Event Codes
Custom reporting codes can be applied to inputs via the input type programming. Create an input type, set the
Custom reporting code, and apply the input type to any number of inputs to cause them to report with the
corresponding event codes.

Custom reporting codes are only used for input opening/closing. For tamper and bypass events the default event
codes are used.

Reporting Code Description Alarm Code Restore Code

0 Medical Alarm MA MH

1 Pendant Transmitter QA QH

2 Fail To Report In YC YK

3 Fire Alarm FA FH

4 Smoke Alarm FA FH

5 Combustion FA FH

6 Water Flow WA WH

7 Heat KA KH

8 Pull Station FA FH

9 Duct FA FH

10 Flame FA FH

11 Near Flame FA FH

12 Panic Alarm PA PH

13 Duress HA HH
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Reporting Code Description Alarm Code Restore Code

14 Silent PA PH

15 Audible PA PH

16 Burglary BA BH

17 Perimeter BA BH

18 Interior BA BH

19 24 Hour TA TH

20 Entry/Exit BA BH

21 Day/Night BA BH

22 Outdoor BA BH

23 Tamper TA TH

24 Near Alarm UA UH

25 24 Hour Non Burglary UA UH

26 Gas Detected GA GH

27 Refrigeration ZA ZH

28 Loss of Heat KA KH

29 Water Leakage WA WH

30 Foil Break UA UH

31 Day Trouble UA UH
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Trouble Input Event Codes

Controller Trouble Inputs
Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

CP001:01 Reserved - -

CP001:02
12V Supply Failure (DIN rail controllers) AT AR

AC Failure (PCB controllers) AT AR

CP001:03 Reserved - -

CP001:04 Real Time Clock Not Set

CP001:05 Service Report Test TX UJ

CP001:06 Service Report Failure to Communicate YC UH

CP001:07 Phone Line Fault (modemmodel only) LT LR

CP001:08 Auxiliary Failure YP YQ

CP001:09 Bell Cut/Tamper YP YQ

CP001:10 Reserved - -

CP001:11 Bell Current Overload YA YH

CP001:12 Reserved - -

CP001:13 Module Communication YA YH

CP001:14 Module Network Security ET ER

CP001:15-19 Reserved - -

CP001:20 Ethernet Link Lost UA UH

CP001:21 Reserved - -

CP001:22 ModBUS Communication Fault UA UH

CP001:23 Protege System Remote Access UA UH

CP001:24 Installer Logged In UA UH

CP001:25-8 Reserved - -

CP001:29 System restarted YC YK

CP001:30 PoE Connection Lost (PoE model only) YC YK

CP001:31 Output Over-Current Failure (PoE model only) YC YK

CP001:32 3G Modem Link Lost (legacy 3G modemmodel only) UA UH

CP001:33 Controller Group Link Lost UA UH

CP001:34-64 Reserved - -
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Keypad Trouble Inputs
Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

KPxxx:01 Module Tamper TA TH

KPxxx:02 Reserved - -

KPxxx:03 Panic (keys 1 + 3) PA PH

KPxxx:04 Duress (user duress code entered) HA HH

KPxxx:05-6 Reserved - -

KPxxx:07 Too Many Incorrect Codes JA UJ

KPxxx:08 Module Offline EM EN

Input Expander Trouble Inputs
Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

ZXxxx:01-15 Reserved - -

ZXxxx:16 Module Offline EM EN

Reader Expander Trouble Inputs
Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

RDxxx:01-11 Reserved - -

RDxxx:12 Reader 1 Tamper TT TJ

RDxxx:13 Reader 2 Tamper TT TJ

RDxxx:14 Door 1 Too Many Access Attempts JA UJ

RDxxx:15 Door 2 Too Many Access Attempts JA UJ

RDxxx:16 Module Offline EM EN

The reader expander also monitors trouble inputs associated with connected doors.

Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

RDxxx:DR1:01 Door Forced MA MH

RDxxx:DR2:01 Door Forced MA MH

RDxxx:DR1:02 Door Left Open MA MH

RDxxx:DR2:02 Door Left Open MA MH

RDxxx:DR1:08 Door Duress MA MH

RDxxx:DR2:08 Door Duress MA MH

Output Expander Trouble Inputs
Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

PXxxx:01-7 Reserved - -

PXxxx:08 Module Offline EM EN
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Analog Expander Trouble Inputs
Trouble Input Address Description Alarm Code Restore Code

AExxx:01 Module Tamper MA MH

AExxx:02 Mains Failure MA MH

AExxx:03 Low Battery/Battery Failure MA MH

AExxx:04 Output Voltage Low MA MH

AExxx:05 Output Over-Current Failure MA MH

AExxx:06 Core Temperature Over-Temp Failure MA MH

AExxx:07 Reserved - -

AExxx:08 Module Offline MA MH
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